
Learning

The easiest way down from the top of the
Glacier Express; it's wide, full of fun rollers,
and offers picture-perfect views of Mt.
Temple

Glacier Express; exit right; take Bald
Eagle and stay left until you see the
yellow "Learning Area" signs at the
top of Wiwaxy

Wiwaxy

Groomer

Blueberry is one of five new blue runs
serviced by the Juniper Express quad; this
extra wide groomer has rollers that flow
from moderate to challenging

From the base area, the Juniper
Express is located far lookers left; 
 take the Juniper Express; exit left

Blueberry

Easy Scenic
Top of the World Express; exit left
and Saddleback will be directly in
front

Saddleback

Perfect for Beginners to experience the
magic of the resort’s iconic back bowls; this
easy-pitch groomer zigs-zags around the
backside, offering stunning views of the
resort's Expert and Advanced terrain

Fresh Powder

A Boomerang rope drop is always worth
waiting for on a powder day. This backside
bowl offers an accessible, moderate pitch
and bouncy powder turns 

Boomerang
Summit Chair; exit right; the track
to Boomerang involves some
shuffling and a small uphill

Showing Off

There's no hiding as you tackle the well-
defined mogul field underneath Paradise
Chair. This wide bowl is a true leg burner
and the perfect pitch on a powder day

Paradise Chair; exit left; turn back
towards the lift and drop in

Paradise Bowl

Wide-open groomer; an extra-long green
run with nearly 262m (860 ft) of vertical
drop that follows open rollers and turns
through a corridor of pine trees 

Mellow
Groomer

Larch Area / Larch Express; exit leftMarmot

Bumps
(Learning)

Every winter, this former rock slide becomes
an iconic pillow line of massive, snow-
covered boulders which are fun to weave in
between or bounce over top. Find fresh
powder near the treeline

Larch Express; exit left; enter high via
a popular track in the trees to your
right or ski down Wolverine and
enter right at the trail sign

Rock Garden

Steeper
Groomer

Larch laps will have your legs burning. This
blue groomer has steep sections and slides
right into Temple Lodge for après

Larch Express; exit left; ski the top
of Marmot and stay left where
Larch and Larch Poma fork

Larch

Scenic Cruiser

This short traverse has a gentle pitch and
offers nothing but jaw-dropping views of
Mt. Temple, Lake Louise, and the Bow
Valley, 991m (3,250 ft) below

Sunset Terrace
Top of the World Express; exit left;
stay left on the groomer as you pass
the base of the Summit Chair

Glades

The best-kept secret at Lake Louise is the
Eagle glades, near the old poma line, on
the front side. Aim for Eagle Poma but drop
into any powder pockets you see along the
way from Upper Grouse to Eagle Flight

Grizzly Gondola; exit left; aim for
Eagle Meadows but stay very high
right and follow the well-defined
track leading into the trees on the far
right side of the run

Eagle Poma

West Bowl is the crown jewel of the resort's
480 acres freeride area, which opened in
2020. This bowl is so massive, everyone
can get a fresh line on a powder day

Take the Summit Chair and exit left.
Choose to hike up and enter the top
of the bowl via the stairs or take
Outer Limits and drop in via one of
the gates on the right

Fresh Powder West Bowl

This scenic run has a steep fall line that's so
long you can get into the flow and feel like
you're flying; if you want to feel the burn,
this is your spot.

Grizzly Gondola; exit left; for warm-
up bumps, take Upper Meadowlark
or, for an easier approach, take
Eagle Meadows and stay left as the
trail forks. Stay high left for
Meadowlark

Steeper
Groomer

Meadowlark

This run has everything! It starts with a
short, heart-pumping drop, followed by
technical boulders and ends with fluffy
powder turns that transition from steep to
moderate

Paradise Chair; exit left; traverse
across Eagle Ridge, up and over the
apex, and enter through the gate,
marked Cowboy, on your left

Steep
& Deep

Cowboy
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